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ANNOUNCEMENT NUMBER: 20-084
CLOSE OUT DATE: Open Until Filled
POSITION TITLE: CAF Air Dominance FAM (F15/F22)
POSITION INFORMATION: Length: 30 Sep 20
Tour intent multi-FY pending approval to support enduring requirement. Pending FY Funding and Airman’s continued eligibility. ADOS, Title 10 - 12301d

RANK/GRADE REQUIREMENT: Capt (O3) - Lt Col (O5)
AFSC REQUIREMENT: 11F3F / 11F3J
SECURITY CLEARANCE REQ: Top Secret
(Member must have appropriate clearance for the position)
LOCATION: Joint Base Andrews, MD
WHO MAY APPLY: Qualified ANG members only
POC Position: Lt Col Eric W. Haagenson, A21OC, CAF Branch Chief, 612-8110

Position Description (Duty Description):
1. Within the planning process, the officer is responsible for functional planning guidance, asset management, tracking unit tasking, OPLAN analysis, execution responsibilities, other duties as assigned by Chief, Combat Aviation Branch.
2. Serves as the key planner, scheduler and coordinator of ANG combat aviation contingency deployments. Works closely with ACC/A3X, ACC/A3T, ACC/A3O, ACC/A3J, ANG Units and Wing Commanders to develop a steady, predictable ANG AEF aviation deployment schedule, two years in advance of deployment. Provides oversight to the successful coordination of all Fighter AEF rotations to include Requests for Forces (RFFs), Deployment Orders (DEPORDs), Time Phased Force Deployment Data (TPFDD) development, AEF Center coordination and NGB/A3X interaction. Responsible for coordination of MAJCOM Mobilization and MPA requirements with ACC Functional Area Managers (FAMs), NGB FAMs and ANG units.


4. Officer has ultimate authority concerning the ANG Air Dominance UTC availability for potential real world contingencies. Officer will coordinate with the pilot units and the gaining MAJCOM FAMs on fighter UTCs availability. This includes documentation within the War and Mobilization Planning (WMP) System. Ensures UTC availability to support a tasking ensures units are manned, trained, and equipped to provide/maintain the tasked capability. Maintains close communication and coordination with applicable Integrated Process Team (IPT), Program Element Monitors (PEMs), and the exercise planners. Attend the Integrated Planning Team (IPT) and Weapon System Councils supporting each assigned weapon system.

5. Functional planning guidance takes many forms, including Joint planning publications such as JSCP, DPG, CPG, AFI 10-401, AFI 10-402V1, ANGI 10-401, other functional area specific instructions, and AF War and Mobilization Plans (WMP), documents. Officer reviews / coordinates appropriate changes to the functional staff to be consolidated into the planning document.

6. Responsible for management of fighters’ wartime assets. Officer must have knowledge in the availability and readiness status of the functional assets which is essential to planning, programming, and execution.

7. Vital link in UTC development, deliberate & crisis action planning process. Ensures that ACC gained aviation forces are properly supported and sourced when scheduling AEF contingency deployments in the validation process.

8. Officer will review and provide comments to the following planning guidance:
   a. Review Deliberate and Crisis Action Planning System (DCAPES) documents to ensure Air National Guard functional planning concerns are properly addressed. Incumbent will need to know how to obtain information from these systems.
   b. Review the Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP) basic volume and supporting functional annexes to identify changes in strategy, planning concepts, force apportionment, and joint planning guidance that might affect specific functional areas.
   c. Update the HQ USAF WMP functional planning guidance for each deliberate planning cycle.
   d. Review and recommend changes in the wartime and mobilization manuals (AFI 10-401, ANGI 10-401, etc). Review and identify Operation Plan (OPLAN) capabilities to the Chief, War and Mobilization Plans (NGB/A3XW).
e. Ensures functional area instructions and directives contain adequate guidance to direct the wartime functions. This includes assisting the Chief, War and Mobilization Plans Branch on JCS and/or AF FORSIZE/TFA wartime and planning exercises.

9. Asset management responsibilities include:
   a. Ensures that all Combat aviation UTCs identified in UTC Management Information System (UMIS) have personnel and equipment to support its respective wartime mission and role.
   b. Review wartime operational requirements to ensure UTC configurations and mission capabilities (MISCAP) support wartime tasking. When evolving requirements exceed the functional capabilities within the Air Force, ensure that appropriate programming actions are initiated to correct the situation. If programming actions are not taken, then changes in the functional area's concept of operations may be required to compensate for functional shortfalls.
   c. Develop and coordinate UTC development for completing Maintenance and Equipment Force Packaging (MEFPak) responsibilities as listed in AFI 10-401, Chapter 5.

10. Travel Requirements: As needed on an occasional basis as mission requirements dictate and at the discretion of the Combat Air Forces Division Chief.